LEVEL 1
HUB
101 HIGHLANDER NEWSPAPER
111 ASSOCIATED STUDENTS PROGRAM BOARD
121 SCOTTY'S CONVENIENCE STORE
190, 191 LOUNGE
CHRONIC TACOS
HIBACHI/hyphen.caseSAN
PANDA EXPRESS
HALAL SHACK
HUB II
101 FRATERNITY/SORORITY INVOLVEMENT CENTER
105 BEAR'S DEN/R'PROFESSIONAL CAREER CLOSET
COSTO HALL
102 DEAN OF STUDENTS
110 BASIC NEEDS CENTER
111 MIDDLE EASTERN STUDENT CENTER (MESC)
119 STUDENT CONDUCT & ACADEMIC INTEGRITY PROGRAMS (SCAIP)
125 VETERANS RESOURCE CENTER
133 AFRICAN STUDENT PROGRAMS (ASP)
145 CHICANO STUDENT PROGRAMS (CSP)

LEVEL 2
HUB
202 ASSOCIATED STUDENTS
203 GRADUATE STUDENT ASSOCIATION
221 SENATE CHAMBER
228 STUDENT ORGANIZATION WORK ROOM
229 STUDENT LIFE
248 THE WELL
260, 265, 268, 269 CONFERENCE ROOMS
261 TRIO SCHOLARS
272 COMMUTER & TRANSFER LOUNGE
COSTO HALL
224 UNDOCUMENTED STUDENT PROGRAMS (USP)
228 MEDITATION ROOM
229 NATIVE AMERICAN STUDENT PROGRAMS (NASP)
241 HILLEL
244 ASIAN PACIFIC STUDENT PROGRAMS (APSP)
245 LGBT RESOURCE CENTER (LGBTRC)
260 WOMEN'S RESOURCE CENTER (WRC)

LEVEL 3
HUB
302, 355, 367, 379 PROGRAMMING/CONFERENCE ROOM
346 R'PANTRY
353 HUB ADMINISTRATION
365 UC IMMIGRANT LEGAL SERVICES
377 CAMPUS ADVOCACY, RESOURCES & EDUCATION (CARE)
383 GRADUATE STUDENT LOUNGE

COFFEE BEAN & TEA LEAF
STAIRS
INFORMATION
DINING
CASH MACHINE
RESTROOMS
KEY